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submerged coast of New South Wales to the north of the
Cape Howe corner the Gippsland coast is deficient in
harbours The lakes have become the seat of a fishing
industry supplying the Melbourne market
An industry of great importance to the State of Victoria
has developed at Yallourn The most extensive lignite beds
known to exist occur here and the brown coal is used for
the generation of electricity which is transmitted all ovei
the State Apart from its interest as a Government enterprise
with its own complete town it is remarkable as an attempt
to supply power and light to a whole State from a central
generating station In addition plant has been erected to
produce briquettes for both industrial and domestic
consumers
Port Phillip is a drowned portion of the lower valley and
flood plain of the Yarra and is notable as a sheltered seaway
into the very heart of the great valley as far as the present
Yarra et>tuary At its head stands Melbourne the State
metropolis commanding in a remarkable manner the converg
mg routes east west along the valley north south through
the Kilmore Gap and south west to the Western District
It has thus by a natural development become the central
port to the trade of the valley and of the fertile Murray
basin across the highlands It has become also a great
industrial centre containing over a million people
West of Port Phillip lies the remainder of the great
valley immense areas of which have been flooded by basalt
in the past Many extinct volcanoes nse from the surface
of this plain while the blocking of valleys and depressions
by the lava sheet has resulted in the formation of many lakes
In parts of the area eg Warrnambool and Mt Gambler
the decomposed basalt and volcanic ash have formed soils
of wonderful fertility while m others the erupted rock has

